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MEMbERShiP: becoming a CRA 
member includes a subscription to our 
monthly newsletter and voting privileges

individual: $25
Volunteer: Complimentary (after earning)
business: $25 (no voting rights)
Competition: $100 (includes race license)
One Weekend Race License: $30*
*Valid only once per race season. Must currently 
hold a valid motorcycle roadrace license with 
another approved reciprocating organization. 
Copy of license required with registration.

Volunteer workers earn complimentary 
admission and weekend camping. 
Workers need not be a CRA member!

ADuLT SiNGLE EVENT ADMiSSiON:
Thursday - Sunday: $45
Friday - Sunday: $35
Saturday & Sunday: $25
Sunday Only: $15

ChiLD (6-12) SiNGLE EVENT ADMiSSiON:
Thursday - Sunday: $20
Friday - Sunday: $15
Saturday & Sunday: $10
Sunday Only: $5

Children 5 & under: FREE

Above prices include rustic camping, 
are subject to change and are higher 
when the track is holding dual events.

2013 Pricing

1.866.HOT.TIRE
CHICKENHAWKRACING.COM
SUPERIOR TIRE WARMERS DESIGNED & BUILT IN THE USA

Highest Quality Materials 

Kevlar and Nomex last longer

       

Premium Insulation 

Gets carcass hot and attains 

hot pressure in the pits with little 

or no pressure change on trackor no pressure change on track

Temperature Accurate

Tough & Durable 

Heating elements outlast 

all other brands

PHOTO BY BRIAN J .  NELSON

ON YOUR

MARK,

GET SET,

GO CHR.

The start of a Middleweight Expert sprint race on the Competition Course



Whether you join us today as a spectator, racer or worker, we thank you for joining 
us and hope you enjoy the action!

The Central Roadracing Association (CRA) was formed over forty years ago to 
promote the benefits of amateur motorcycle roadracing. To this day, we are one 
of the nation’s longest running clubs. Our events are operated based upon the 
principles of safety, sportsmanship and competition. Even though our racers are 
fierce competitors, the atmosphere is more like a big family.

The 2013 season promises to bring some 
new excitement to the track. brainerd 
international Raceway just completed a 
major track improvement project. From 
just before Turn 1 to just after Turn 8, they 
removed the original track, regraded, 
widened and repaved the track. We are 
excited to see how this enhances our 
racing experience.

Throughout this program you will find 
explanations of various aspects of racing, 
along with suggestions on how to get the most out of your experience. We also 
invite you to walk through our pit area and garages. Not only will you be able to see 
the race bikes up close, but you will also have the opportunity to meet the racers, 
ask questions and watch them work on their bikes. Many riders will also pose for 
photographs and sign autographs in between the races.

The spirit of the club’s early days lives on today with volunteers making up 100% of 
the workforce. From the people you see at the starting grid, to the workers waving 
the flags at the corners, even our tech inspectors - they are all supporting our sport 
by volunteering. We are always looking for additional volunteers. We offer free 
training for all of our worker positions, complimentary admission and camping. if 
you would like more information on how to get involved, please seek out any race 
official. They can put you in contact with the appropriate person for your area of 
interest. Or give us a call at 612-332-4070. We would be pleased to have you as a 
member of our family.

Looking to get into racing? We hold multiple New Rider Schools each season. Visit 
our website at www.cra-mn.com/wordpress/newracers for more details on how to 
get started.

Thanks again for joining us today! We hope to see you back soon! Enjoy the races!

Roadracing Fans, 
Welcome to the CRA Family! 2013 Race Dates

Weekend Schedule

All races are held Friday through Sunday at brainerd international Raceway.

10t h - 1 2 t h

Competition
Course

Competition
Course

Donnybrooke
Course

Donnybrooke
Course

14th-16th 5 t h - 7 t h 2 n d - 4t h 13th-15th

Practice and New Rider School: 10 am–5 pm

Practice: 9–10:30 am
Parade Laps (conditions permitting): During Lunch break

Racing: 10:30–5:30 pm

Practice: 9–11 am
Racing: 12:30–5 pm

Friday SundaySaturday

MAY JuNE JuLY AuG. SEPT.

The Fossil Racing and black bear Restaurant 
Ninja 250 Class consistently provides some of the 
closest racing with riders just inches apart.
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Each weekend our exact schedule changes, so be sure to pick up a weekend race schedule 
at Race Registration (in the tower on the Donnybrooke Course and in the bandshell on the Competition Course). 

The information listed above is provided to give you a general idea 
of what we do each day, and is subject to change.

Weekend Race Results are available online at: crA-mn.mylApS.cOm
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Competition
Course



BIr offers many great vantage points to watch racing. To make sure you don’t miss 
anything, here is a guide to help you enjoy the action.

Turn 1 – Ahh, the legendary Turn 1. Turn 1 
in the Donnybrooke configuration is the 
fastest turn on any road course in the 
country, with the fastest bikes topping 
180 mph before turn entry. Definitely try 
to spend some time here, it’s especially 
exciting watching the entire pack dice for 
position at the start of a race. if you listen 
closely, you will be able to hear who backs 
off and who doesn’t.

Turn 2 – Some riders will tell you that Turn 2 is more 
challenging than Turn 1. Riders begin this turn at 
approximately 140 mph, dragging their knee throughout. 
The friction between the track and the knee sliders at 
those speeds has been known to turn hard plastic sliders 
into a molten mess by the end of a race. it’s also worth 
noting that some of the faster unlimited class riders will 
actually spin their rear tire all the way through Turn 2 in 
order to help them steer the bike. 

Turn 3 – The first “slow” corner on the track. If 
you watch near the entrance to the turn, you can 
see the faster riders lifting their rear wheels into 
the air as they brake as hard as possible. Since 
this is the first turn that riders brake for after 
the start of a race there is always a fair share of 
excitement, and crashes, as the mass of riders 
charge into this great passing zone.

Turn 4 – The bleachers here offer a great vantage 
point of turns 3-6 and are a great location to see a 
good portion of the lap. When the Donnybrooke 
configuration is being used, look behind you 
towards Turn 1 as the riders speed through.
Seeing them flash between the trees will give you 
a much better appreciation of how fast they’re 
actually traveling.

TO
NISSWA

FRONT
GATE AND

OFFICE

3.1-Mile Donnybrooke
Road Course

2.5-Mile Competition
Road Course

HWY
371 NORTH

B
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NORTH

Turn
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Turn
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Turn
6

Turn
11

Turn
10

Turn
12

Turn
13

Turn
5

Turn
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Turn
3

Turn
2

Turn
1

FROM
MINNEAPOLIS

3.1-MILE ROAD COURSE
2.5-MILE ROAD COURSE

BRIDGE

Track Tour!Brainerd International Raceway

Fighting for position going into Turn 1

Jaron Gustofson and Chris henkel dive 
into Turn 3

Shane Keaveny and Scott Stall 
dragging a knee through Turn 4
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Tune in to 87.9 FM on the Competition Course 
and 105.3 FM on the Donnybrooke Course to hear all of the announcements.

Road Course Improvements for 2013 season:

The 2013 season promises to bring some new excitement to the track. brainerd 
international Raceway just completed a major track improvement project. From 
just before Turn 1 to just after Turn 8, they removed the original track, regraded, 
widened and repaved the track. We are excited to see how this enhances our 
racing experience.

Jeff Touhey flies through Turn 2



Turn 5 – The layout of the turn 4/5 combination 
lends itself to some aggressive passing in Turn 5 
as there are multiple lines to negotiate through 
this turn. Some riders enter Turn 5 on the 
inside of the corner to block a potential passing 
opportunity for the riders behind them, but in 
doing that they won’t be able to exit as quickly 
giving the riders behind a chance to out-power 
them on the run to Turn 6. A strategic corner 
that can provide great excitement!

Turn 6 – The bleachers here are a great 
place to watch from, especially if you have 
binoculars. Sitting in the top left-hand corner 
will allow you to look upstream at the action 
from Turn 1 through Turn 3. You’ll also be able 
to watch the bikes from the exit of Turn 3 all 
the way to the entrance into Turn 7 from this 
vantage point.

Turn 7 – This corner requires a rider to put a lot 
of trust in the front tire of the motorcycle as they 
begin slowing down for Turn 8 while still turning 
through the left-handed Turn 7. This corner will 
allow you to see who is the most comfortable 
with the setup of their bike as the riders that are 
confident in their machine will negotiate the turn 
visibly quicker than those that aren’t.

*The track separates in Turn 8. The remainder of the Competition Course highlights 
continue below with the Donnybrooke Course highlights continued on page 8.

Competition Course:
Turn 8, The Carousel – One of the most popular places to watch the action is from 
the paddock area between The Carousel and The Joker. The Carousel begins its 

life on the Donnybrooke course but continues 
turning right where the Donnybrooke course goes 
straight. high lean-angles are the order of the day 
in this corner as riders have the increased traction 
provided by the newer pavement. This corner leads 
into Turn 9, otherwise known as “The Joker” and 
lends itself to some great passing maneuvers – and 
showcases the results of failed passing maneuvers!

Turn 9, The Joker – This very tight left hand turn 
was added to the track to change the trajectory of 
the motorcycles and prevent them from exiting the 
carousel pointed directly at a wall. The Joker is one 
of the more difficult turns on the track for riders 
because they have to slow dramatically toward the 
end of the turn while still leaned over.

Turn 10 – This is the beginning of the last set of 
turns before the finish line (the finish line is located 
between Turn 11 and Turn 12 on the Competition 
Course). A race can be won or lost depending on 
the rider’s line through Turn 10 as that will directly 
affect their ability to accelerate out of Turn 11.

Turn 11 – The last corner before the finish line 
means the last chance to make a pass before 
the end of the race. This is a deceptively fast 
corner and when bikes go down here, they 
usually go down hard. Some skilled riders 
have even crossed the finish line in the grass 
between the paddock and the racetrack after 
an over-exuberant attempt through this turn!

Turn 12 – One of the premier spectating points 
on the track is from either side of the bridge 
going over the track just after Turn 12. This 
corner is one of the best passing opportunities 
on the track. it’s a very tricky corner that will 
showcase a rider’s skill level and riding discipline.

Turn 13 – Exiting this corner correctly is very 
important to a rider’s lap time as it is followed 
by the longest straightaway on the track. 
look for riders to “set up” the pass of the 
rider in front of them by initiating the turn 
slightly later to be able to accelerate faster 
than their competition on the way to Turn 1.

Track Tour!Track Tour!

Cole Naymark at speed in Turn 5

ultralights on the gas out of Turn 6

ben Foreman leading into Turn 8 

Myles Rickbeil charges into The 
Carousel during a Lightweight race

Scott Luckiesh exits The Joker

Walied Feshir, Mike Knoll, Jon Krog 
and Stephen Johnson in Turn 10  

bruce holmstrom leading out of Turn 11
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Troy Pierson and brandon Soine 
powering through Turn 12 

Chris Knauf leans into Turn 13

7



Donnybrooke Course: 
Turn 8 – Turn 8 leads onto the short straightaway 
approaching Turn 9. holding high corner speed and 
being able to quickly accelerate out of Turn 8 will 
allow you to set up a passing opportunity under 
braking for Turn 9. Turn 8 is usually treated as a 
single-file turn, but occasionally a brave soul will 
attempt a pass here.

Turn 9 – Another great spot with tall bleachers 
to view all the close-up action. it’s the slowest 
corner on the Donnybrooke Course which will 
see most riders as low as second gear. Turn 9 
is another great passing opportunity as riders 
brake as hard as they can before throwing the 
bike on its side and turn into what is essentially 
a driveway! The more powerful bikes (Middle–
weight, heavyweight and unlimited classes) 
will often power wheelie as they accelerate 
out of this turn.

Turn 10 - The fence outside Turn 10 or by the 
Wheelie bar inside Turn 10 are also excellent 
spots for some great racing action. You can see 
and hear the bikes accelerate hard out of Turn 9 
and watch as the riders set up passes going into 
Turn 10. This turn is the key to a fast lap at biR 
since a good exit speed gives riders maximum 
speed down the mile-long straight, and is the key 
area for last-lap strategy as racers try to prevent 

a pass before the checkered flag. Take note of the dark patches on the inside of the 
corner. This is a sealant that offers additional grip in the dry, but when it’s wet or 
cold it becomes VERY slick!

it’s always exciting to watch a couple of 
sprint races from the grandstands right at 
the Start/Finish line on both sides of the 
track. The standing starts will be sure to get 
your heart pumping, and you will be able 
to see who gets the best launch and who 
blows it. it’s also exciting to watch racers 
fighting each other coming out of Turn 10 
and dicing right to the checkered flag!

Track Tour!

billy Vossberg wheelies Ryan Fors’ bike out 
of Turn 9 during the 5 hour Endurance Race.

Kyle Dahl in Turn 10

8

Kaleb De Keyrel and Aaron Anderson launching 
at the green flag

Zach hughes and Tony Kasper 
battling in Turn 8



#1 - Shane Fletcher

#2 - Kaleb De Keyrel #3 - Scott Stall

#4 - Robert Pretts #5 - Aaron Anderson

#6 - Shane Keaveny

#7 - Jesse Nelson

#8 - Geoffrey Egerman

#9 - brian hebeisen

#10 - Jonathan Champ

2012 Top 10 Expert Riders 2012 Top 10 Expert Riders
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#1 - brandon Soine

#2 - Chris Knauf #3 - William Vossberg

#4 - brandon Punt #5 - Sam Miller

#6 - Jordan imrie

#7 - J.T. Noehre

#8 - Christian Alvarado
#9 - John “Wess” Buren

#10 - billy Lachmiller

2012 Top 10 Novice Riders 2012 Top 10 Novice Riders

12 13



Hand Cut Steaks & Prime Rib 
Walleye & Shrimp 
Barbeque Ribs & Pasta 
Burgers & Sandwiches 
House Made Soups 
Children’s Menu 
Sunday Brunch 

Catering Available 
Gluten Free Menu 
Outdoor Seating 

Free WiFi 

Hwy 371 N, Baxter, MN 
www.blackbearlodgemn.com 

218-828-8400 Locally owned & operated 

Ultralight (Ul): The smallest displacement and least powerful class, racing is 
typically close and exciting. in this class, racers must concentrate on keeping high 
corner speeds. Typical bikes are the Ducati 620 and 450cc super-motards.

lightweight (lw): Displacement is higher and speeds are increasing here. The 
most common bike is the Suzuki SV650. The Yamaha FZR400 and the Kawasaki 
ZX650 also make an appearance here.

Middleweight (Mw): The 600cc sportbike dominates this field. light and fast 
with a big grid, these are always interesting races. Expect to see a lot of Yamaha 
R6s, honda CbR600RRs, Kawasaki ZX6s, Suzuki GSX-R 600s and a few Ducati 848s.

heavyweight (hw): bigger and badder bikes race here, open to 750cc inline 
4 cylinders and 1000cc V-twins. More power and speed add to the fun. The most 
common heavyweight bike is the GSX-R 750.

Unlimited (Unl): The big Daddys in the paddock, open to Experts only. Anything 
goes—big displacement and big power. Dominated by liter-class machinery, you’ll 
see Suzuki GSX-R 1000s, Kawasaki ZX10Rs, honda CbR1000RRs and Yamaha R1s.

Categories
FossIl RaCIng
and BlaCk BeaR ResTauRanT 
nInJa 250 Class:
The fastest growing class in the CRA, 
this is a “spec” class meaning that 
modifications to the motorcycles are 
extremely limited which puts more 
emphasis on the rider. This also makes 
the Ninja 250 class motorcycle one 
of the most affordable options in the 
CRA and is a fantastic entry-level class. 
While the twin-cylinder Ninja 250s 

aren’t the fastest motorcycles in the CRA, they consistently provide the closest 
racing weekend after weekend.

SUperSport (SS): This class must start with street-legal production motorcycles. 
Very few modifications are allowed. At minimum, the racers are using aftermarket 
fiberglass bodywork with a lower fairing that can hold fluids in case of a leak. 
Other common changes include parts that allow adjustments from stock and/or 
are easier to replace in case of damage. These upgrades can include handlebars 
with replaceable bars, solid-mount foot pegs with variable positions and suspension 
components that offer settings specific to rider attributes. Engines must remain stock 
and DOT-approved tires must be used.

SUperbike (Sb): This class must start with street-legal production motorcycles. 
Greater modifications than Supersport are allowed. riders generally expand upon the 
upgrades seen in the Supersport classes. Additionally, engines may be modified and 
slick tires can be used.

gran prix (gp): This class permits the use 
of purpose-built racing bikes and very highly 
modified production machines. Engines may 
be changed and slick tires can be used. 

Seeing the same bike in multiple classes? 
A lot of the racers here in the CRA use the 
same motorcycle for multiple classes as 
Supersport machines are also legal in Superbike 
and Gran Prix.

Classes

14 15

Jennelle Leblanc on her honda RS125

Sam Miller on his Kawasaki Ninja 250



GREEN: A race is underway the instant a green flag is displayed at the Start/Finish. 
The green flag indicates the course is open.

WhiTE: Racers have only one more lap to go.

STATiONARY YELLOW: A potentially dangerous situation is 
near the track.

WAViNG YELLOW: A hazard or obstacle exists on the track.

RED: The race has been suspended. Riders must return to the pits or the grid. if less 
than half the race has been completed, it will be restarted. if more than half the 
race has been run, the race may be considered completed with no restart.

YELLOW WiTh RED STRiPES: Debris or developing rain on the track.

GREEN WiTh bLACK STRiPES: Oil or a foreign substance has been 
spilled, or a slippery or dangerous condition exists.

bLACK: indicates a problem. The indicated rider must acknowledge 
the flagman, complete a lap and return to pit Zero.

mEATBAll (BlAck WITh OrAnGE cIrclE): A rider has committed 
an infraction that carries a penalty. The rider must stop at Pit Zero for a 
stop-and-go penalty.

WhiTE WiTh RED CROSS: Ambulance or slow-moving vehicle is on the course. 

rOllED-up AnD crOSSED GrEEn AnD WhITE: May be shown 
at the Start/Finish to indicate the halfway point in the race.

ChECKERED: The end of the race or practice session.

Flags - What Do They Mean?
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spRInTs: Typically 8 laps (24 miles)
Sprint races are run at all CRA events with all classes and categories competing 
in individual races. The races are short but intense, and a good start here is very 
important. Season Class Championships are based on Sprint results only.

TRophy dashes: Typically 17 laps (51 miles)
Trophy Dashes are longer, more challenging races featuring mixed classes on the 
track with each competing against only the others in their class. These races require 
greater strategy and both physical and mental fitness.

enduRanCe RaCes: 3 or 5 hours
Endurance racing is a team sport. Endurance teams compete for the highest 
number of laps ridden in these timed events. Each rider must race for a minimum of 
30 minutes. Consistency and fast pit stops are very important to a good outcome 
here. Endurance races have all of the classes on the track at the same time with 
each competing against only the others in their class.

Race Formats

Suzuki GSX-R1000 Team Ninja 250 (Shane Keaveny, Chad bakkene, Aaron Anderson and Christian Schmidt) 
took home the GP4 and Overall honors and the record for the most laps completed in the 5 hour Endurance 
with 167.



The crA offers excitement for the entire family. Whether you are 9 weeks or 81 years 
old, there is something for everyone. Many racers and workers bring their children, 
siblings, parents and grandparents along to the races. Even “furry kids” have fun at 
the track. It’s a great mini-vacation filled with hours of exciting racing action. plus, 
the brainerd Lakes area has many family-oriented activities to check out after the 
races are done. Or stick around the track and join us for fun around the bonfire.

Fun for the Whole Family Special Events

FRamsTad Cup: 5 lap shoot-out (15 miles)
Named in the honor of Don Framstad, a CRA founding 
member, championship racer, board member, chief 
new rider instructor, expert tuner, friend and mentor 
to countless racers and workers. This event features 
the top 3 finishers of each Trophy Dash class racing in a 
handicapped-start race. The slowest classes start first 
with the faster classes starting at staggered intervals 
based on average lap times from the Trophy Dashes. 
The ideal outcome would be each class winner crossing 
the finish line at the same time. The winner of this race 
receives the highly coveted Framstad Cup traveling 
trophy for the year. 

pIT BIke RaCes: Controlled chaos!
Rules, laps and venues vary from pavement to 
grass and individual or team races. No awards, 
no points, just pride and good clean fun. Open 
to 125cc and smaller 4-stroke play bikes and 
50cc 2-stroke scooters. 

new RIdeR ChampIonshIp RaCe: Typically 5 laps (15 miles)
This race is scheduled for the last race weekend of the season. Open only to those 
completing the New Rider School this season, this non-points race is a chance for 
new riders to see how much they’ve improved and settle some of the season’s 
smack talk. Winner receives a trophy.

FoRmula 40: Typically 8 laps (24 miles)
This Championship is open to racers age 
40 and older. it brings back some of those 
racers who have “retired” from racing but 
still have the race bike in the garage, along 
with those that just haven’t been able to 
give up the addiction after all these years. 
Open to both Experts and Novices and all 
classes of bikes. Riders compete for two 
championships: GP1/GP2 and GP3/GP4.

18 19

Mason De Keyrel wins the 
coveted Framstad Cup in 2012

Shane Keaveny winning the Formula 40 race

Track walk with uncle Jesse. Photo courtesy of Jesse Nelson

Family at the track. Photo courtesy of Chris henkel All other photos courtesy of MomentumPhoto.net 



- Everyone must register with the CRA before entering the racing facilities and 
openly display a valid pass. Anyone camping at the race facility must also have 
a camping pass.

- No one may consume alcohol in the Paddock, Pits or trackside of the fenced 
racecourse until after the final checkered flag of the day.

- Anyone using illicit drugs will be removed from the race facility.

- Drunk and/or disorderly conduct will not be tolerated at any time. The CRA 
Officials may escort you out of the facility for the weekend.

- Race engines and loud vehicles may only run between 9 am and 6 pm.

- no amplified music or loud noises after 10 pm.

- Fireworks are prohibited.

- no stopping on, spectating from, or parking of vehicles on BIr infield bridges. 
The bridges are located between turns 9 and 10 on the Donnybrooke course, 
and between turns 12 and 13 on the Competition course.

- No vehicle may be driven or lifted over any fence.

- No motor vehicle may be operated upon the go-kart track. Violators may be 
fined by BIr and have their vehicles impounded by security.

- All operators of motorized vehicles must have a valid driver’s license.

- bicycle riders in the Paddock must also have a valid driver’s license.

- Everyone must obey the posted speed limit.

- All vehicles (including pit bikes) must have a functional headlight to operate 
after dark.

- Spectators are not allowed in the Control Tower, inside the fenced racecourse 
or on top of the Control Tower.

- Pets must be attended, leashed and controlled at all times. unleashed pets will 
be impounded at the owner’s expense.

- Children must be supervised at all times.

- Each rider is responsible for the behavior and actions of all persons, either 
guests or crew, attached to him/her. Any punitive action required as a result of 
actions by guests or crew will be levied against the rider.

General Rules 2013 Contingency Sponsors
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Are you a spectator, relative or crew member that would like to see the track 
from a racer’s perspective? if so, Parade Laps just might be your ticket to a new 
understanding of what the track is like. Parade Laps are led by a racer at a safe 
pace allowing everyone, no matter their experience, a chance to see the track.

Parade Laps are held most Saturdays during the lunch break (track conditions 
permitting). The cost is $20 per motorcycle (subject to change) and can be 
purchased any time before the Parade Laps begin. Check the weekend schedule 
for time and location to meet.

REquiREMENTS TO PARTiCiPATE ARE:
A full-size motorcycle of 250cc or more, 18 years of age or older, valid 
motorcycle endorsement, helmet, gloves, jacket with long sleeves, long pants, 
socks and closed toe and heel shoes.

Passengers are welcome on any street-legal motorcycle equipped to carry a 
passenger. The same gear requirements apply to passengers.

Would You Like to See the Track 
from a Racer’s Perspective?

The crA offers a thorough new riders Training session every spring. This seminar 
provides new racers with all the pertinent information needed to become a racer. 
Our instructors will review CRA Rules and Regulations, bike prep, safety and 
beginning roadracing in a classroom setting.

upon completion of our classroom training, the club moves the education onto the 
track. held during our early season race weekends, the New Rider School includes 
a track tour, small group track sessions with an instructor, personal feedback and 
pointers. At the end of the day, new riders will partake in a New Rider Race, racing 
against fellow new riders. Pass all of this and you are on your way to becoming a 
licensed racer!

Our New Rider School package is an exceptional value. The $185 price includes: 
CRA membership, Competition Race License (upon successful completion of the 
School), classroom training, Friday instruction, Friday practice, New Rider Race, 
year-end New Rider Championship Race (provided license is earned) and the use of 
an AmB Transponder during your new rider weekend. We also offer the option of 
just the classroom training, with the full cost credited toward the package price if 
you decide to do that later.

New Rider Classes are also held during the race season. Please visit our website for 
more details: www.cra-mn.com/webpress/newracers

Wanna Race?

The May 2012 New Rider Class

22 23

Enjoying the Parade Laps



No such thing as a Free Lunch?
There will be if you come work with us!

44

The CRA’s events are run completely by volunteers. You can see them everywhere 
from registration to working out on the corners. New workers are always welcome! 
The CRA provides the training at the track each weekend and that is what has 
earned us the long-standing, international reputation for “doing it right” and being 
among the safest race organizations out there. 

Should you decide to come to the races as part of the race staff, you will receive 
free admission, free camping, free lunch each day worked and a free T-shirt 
identifying you as part of the CRA race 
staff (one free tee per year). hospitality 
will provide beverages each weekend 
also (bottled water, Gatorade and pop, 
plus beer on Saturday night for those 
age 21 and up).

if you can lend a hand, our worker 
meetings are held at 9 am on Friday and 
8 am on Saturday and Sunday mornings. 
Just show up and we will put you to 
work. (Check the weekend schedule for 
exact worker meeting time and location.)

here are some of our available positions:

ANNOuNCER: Are you a racing fan that would like to share your excitement with 
others? how about enjoying a bird’s eye view of part of the track in air-conditioned 
comfort? broadcast current race leaders, sponsor information and more to fans 
around the track and paddock. Energy, a good speaking voice and some racing 
knowledge would be helpful.

FLAGGiNG AND COMMuNiCATiONS: Most commonly known as Corner Workers, 
these people relay information about track conditions or hazards to the racers 
during a race. in constant contact with Race Control, they know what is going on 
all around the track at all times. not for the faint of heart, but it does offer great 
excitement and the best view in the house. 

ARE YOu iNTERESTED? if so we’d like to invite you to join in the action. At the 
track, talk to anyone in a crA race Staff shirt or attend the morning worker 
meeting (see weekend schedule for details) and we’ll get you started. After the 
race weekend you can call the CRA hotline at 612-332-4070 or visit crA-mn.cOm
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Volunteering combines hard work with a lot 
of fun and often provides a great view of the 
racing action

Top right crash photo courtesy of Michael Jahnl | GMJ Photography. All others by MomentumPhoto.net

Crashes

Thank You! Thank You!

Two little words that say so much, but yet aren’t quite enough. it is 
because of yOu, our volunteers, that we are able to fulfill our passion 

for racing. Thank you from the bottom of our hearts for all you do!

To all of our dedicated Volunteers

Crashing is a part of racing. These racers were able to walk away relatively unharmed 
thanks in part to the protective gear they are required to wear. Don’t try this at home.



CRA Board of Directors CRA Staff
President

Mark Fisk
president@cra-mn.com

Vice-President
Anna hanson

vp@cra-mn.com

Treasurer
Troy Pierson

treasurer@cra-mn.com

Worker Liaison
Jon Champ

workerliaison@cra-mn.com

Secretary
Cole Naymark
secretary@cra-mn.com

Membership
bob barton
membership@cra-mn.com

Racer Liaison
Gus Aramayo 
racerliaison@cra-mn.com 

 Chief Steward
 Chuck Marcy

 Race Steward
 Dawn Olsen

Race Steward
Jeff Jordan

Race Steward
David hoff

race Officials

Don Anderson keeps the area safe during a helicopter demonstration

race Officials, chief and lead positions

Chief of Course Marshal Ryan ide

Chief of Flagging and Comm. Nick Young

Chief of Flagging and Comm. Abbie Miller

Chief of Registration Kim Mattson

Chief of Registration Anna hanson

Chief of Grids Mike Nolta

Chief of Safety Don Anderson

Chief of iT brian Mattson

Chief of iT Matt Ruderman

Chief of Contingency Dwayne Stroman

Chief of Contingency ben Foreman

Chief of Timing & Scoring Dan bettenhausen

Chief of Timing & Scoring Mitch Greig

Chief of Tech Clint Lee

Chief New Rider instructor Shane Keaveny

Chief New Rider instructor Kurt Schuschke

Chief Starter Tracy Trabant

Chief of Pits Anne Olson

Chief of Medical Mark Stansberry

Chief of FM Communications Mark Fisk

Chief of hospitality Katie Champ

Airfence Deployment John Anderson

Comm Tech Terry Goslinga

Trophies Jennelle Leblanc

Season Program Kathie Lanigan

Season Program Photos MomentumPhoto.net
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MAiLiNG ADDRESS:
2845 harriet Avenue
Suite #203 
Minneapolis MN, 55408

PhONE:
612-332-4070

WEbSiTE:
www.cra-mn.com

NEW RACER iNFORMATiON:
www.cra-mn.com/wordpress/
newracers

MEMbERShiP MEETiNGS:
1st Tuesday of each month
7:00 pm, richfield VFW

be sure to check out our vendors 
located throughout the paddock 
area as well!

RACE VENuE:
brainerd international Raceway
5523 birchdale Road
brainerd, MN 56401
866-444-4455

brainerdraceway.com

About Us

28

The entire race weekend is run by volunteers — over 100 of them to be exact! 
(There are no paid positions in the CRA.)

CRA races are held rain or shine, as long as it is safe. We have even raced in the snow!

Best places to see a crash: Turn 4 first lap, Turn 3, Turn 9 (Donnybrooke), Turn 12 
(Competition Course).

Tire warmers are used to pre-heat the front tire to 150° F 
and the rear tire to 180° F before a race.

An ultralight bike goes through the apex of Turn 1 at 
around 120 mph, while an unlimited bike does it around 
165 MPh.

When battling for position in tight corners, racer’s bikes are usually within a few 
inches of each other and sometimes they even touch!

Youngest 2013 CRA licensed racer = Mason De Keyrel #251, age 13
Oldest 2013 CRA licensed racer = Dennis Zajic #173, age 66

A trackside tire vendor changes over 200 tires each 
weekend. (And there are multiple vendors at every 
CRA event!)

On a Middleweight bike, a set of tires only lasts 2 races. 
An average set of tires costs $425 and a Middleweight 
rider uses about 2-1/2 sets of tires each weekend.

The average CRA worker lunch consists of 25 pounds of meat (or 45 full chickens), 
3 gallons of salad and 9 dozen buns. And that’s not including dessert! 

in one weekend, racers use between 10 and 15 gallons of gas per bike. Depending 
on what they run, the cost per gallon can be between $3.50 and $17.00 per gallon!

9 out of 10 racers dance around, shaking their arms until their leathers come off, 
rather than have someone help them.

in the CRA women race alongside the men. Depending on 
the year, there are usually 2 to 6 licensed CRA women racers. 

Professional racer, Miguel Duhamel’s honda CbR1000RR 
is said by multiple sources to have topped out at 196 mph 
during the first session of the 2004 AmA races at BIr.

Fast Facts



• First production motorcycle with a crossplane crankshaft, low-rpm torquey feel of a twin with the 
raw, high-rpm power of an inline 4 • YCC-T (Yamaha Chip Controlled Throttle) • YCC-I® (Yamaha Chip 
Controlled Intake) • Seven-level Traction Control System (TCS) • New sharp headlight cowl styling  
• Unique sound unlike any other sport bike • Three level D-Mode electronics throttle response control

Dress properly for your ride with a helmet, eye protection, long-sleeved shirt, long pants, gloves and boots. Do not drink and ride. It is illegal and dangerous. Yamaha and the 
Motorcycle Safety Foundation encourage you to ride safely and respect the environment. For further information regarding the MSF course, please call 1-800-446-9227. Speci-
fications subject to change without notice. Professional rider depicted on a closed course. ©2012 Yamaha Motor Corporation, U.S.A. All rights reserved. • yamaha-motor.com

THE REIGNING 3-TIME SUPERBIKE CHAMPION.

YZF-R1®

2013

FREE DYNO RUN WITH AIR/FUEL ANALYSIS -$85 VALUE.
*Limited to one free dyno run per serial number. CRA Members only.

Dyno run must be prescheduled. 

NOW ACCEPTING RACE RESUMES FOR SPONSORSHIP.
*Submit your resume to info@stboni.net for consideration.

FOCUSED ON PROVIDING THE ULTIMATE RIDING EXPERIENCE. 

Tuesday 9am-6pm Wednesday 9am-6pm
Thursday 9am-7pm Friday 9am-6pm
Saturday 9am-5pm


